Série: 6 ano
Disciplina:Inglês
Conteúdo: Listening, Speaking, Reading, Writing, Parts of the House
Atividade referente a semana: 13/04 a 17/04

*Passe o(s) exercício(s) para o caderno e responda.

Atividade 01
Livro Plurall: "Hello" - Unit 3: "Home sweet home" - Page 49 and 50
Exercises: 1, 2, 3

Passo a passo
Open your book on page 49. Do you remember the numbers ( 1 to 100)? Watch the video to
remember them: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4oWPuDRZ4Q4
Do the exercise 1. In this exercise, you're going to listen to the book's CD ( faixa 26) and circle the
numbers you hear in the picture.
In exercise 2, you're going to listen to the conversation (faixa 27) and circle the correct answer in
bold, there are two options, choose the right one.
In exercise 3, you're going to draw your dream house! Color it.

Atividade 02

Livro Plurall: "Hello" - Unit 3: "Home sweet home" - Page 51 and 52
Exercises: 1, 2, 3 and 4
Passo a passo:
Go to the page 51. Take a look o the picture and read the text. Check the correct alternative, Do
you think the text is about houses on sale (a venda) or a cottage for rent (para alugar)?

Cross Cultural:
Check the article about Canadian dolar:
https://oicanada.com.br/31447/a-historia-do-canada-atraves-de-suas-moedas/
O valor do dólar canadense é diferente do dólar americano. Answer:

Qual é a cotação do dólar canadense hoje?

In exercise 2, check the words you can find in the text of exercise 1.

In exercise 3, you're going to match the abbreviations from the text 1 to the corresponding words.

In exercise 4, you're going to answer the questions about the text in the exercise 1.

Fun time: Cup song challenge (optional)
Have you heard about "Cup song"?
The original song "When I'm Gone" was written by A. P. Carter, then recorded in 1931 by
the Carter Family (not to be confused with their 1928 song "Will You Miss Me When I'm
Gone?").] The song was reworked in 1937 by J. E. Mainer. Over the years it has been recorded by
many people including Mainer's Mountaineers and Charlie Monroe. In 1940 it was released
by Elizabeth Cotten, a vocalist and guitar player. It can also be heard in the film Dan in Real Life.
Lulu and the Lampshades were the first to perform the song using the cup game for percussion.
Anna Burden made her own version on YouTube of the Lulu and the Lamspshades video that was
discovered by Reddit, and where Anna Kendrick learned the routine, prompting dozens of other
YouTube users to submit cover versions of the song using the Cup Clap technique. It was soon
dubbed The Cup Song.
The song is also used for the theme song for the BBC Two sitcom 'Mum' starring Lesley Manville.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cmSbXsFE3l8
There are many ways you can do this challenge:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bnbo6Yj79bc
I'll let you an easy tutorial, but you can search on youtube, there are many videos:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bmFe7SV4LIo
I want all of you trying this challenge, record it and post on Instagram, tag the school
@colegiomesquita and me @bharumi , so I can see you doing it.

If you have any questions or need to talk me, you can send me an e-mail.
Be safe and stay home, guys!!

